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OVERVIEW

About the International Association of Horticultural Producers (AIPH)
‘The world’s champion for the power of plants

Since 1948, AIPH has united horticultural producers in an international community that
thrives to this day. Much has changed in that time. Technologies advanced, cities
rose from the ground, and we have become more connected than ever. As a result,
our essential bond with nature has been weakened. AIPH strives to reignite and
uphold an appreciation of plants that we believe is a basic human instinct. We
support the work of grower associations globally and together we champion a
prosperous industry, growing plants that enhance lives, advance societies and sustain
our planet, for this generation and the next.

AIPH and China
China Flower Association (CFA) is a member of AIPH and participates enthusiastically
in AIPH initiatives and activities with the support of CFA President, Madame Jiang
Zehui who was awarded the highest honour of AIPH, the AIPH Gold Medal, in 2014 for
her support of AIPH and the global horticultural industry.  Professor Zhang Qixiang is
Vice President of AIPH and Ms. Kong Haiyan from CFA is a member of the AIPH Board.
AIPH is well known within China where it has run Green City conferences (Xi’an, 2011)
and approved International Horticultural Exhibitions in Kunming (1999), Xi’an (2011),
Qingdao (2014), Tangshan (2016) and Beijing (2019). AIPH works closely with the
organisers of International Horticultural Exhibitions to provide advice, guidance and
support where necessary and to assist in promoting the Exhibitions to maximize
participation, visitor numbers and the benefit to the global horticulture industry.

To complement its work with Exhibitions, AIPH established the AIPH Green City
Committee in 2008 with the aim of promoting the important role of plants and trees
as ‘living green’ in urban areas.  AIPH has been active in promoting the
environmental, health, social and economic benefits of greening cities and published
the Green City Guidelines (www.aiph.org/green-city/) to promote these messages.
Every year AIPH members share knowledge of Green City developments within their
own countries as AIPH has established itself as the global source of Green City
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information.  Annual AIPH Green City Conferences support the aims, for example the
successful conferences in Xi’an in 2011 and London, UK in 2014 and in 2016 there will
be two such conferences; Vancouver, Canada on 16-18 March (www.cnla-
acpp.ca/greencity) and Antalya, Turkey on 26 September.  These include
presentations from global experts, including Dean Prof. Li Xiong from Beijing Forestry
University.

International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing
The International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing (A1) has the potential to be the
best International Horticultural Exhibition yet, with the opportunity to be the first
Exhibition that implements the Green City ideas. Covering a huge and beautiful site in
Yanqing the Exhibition has full support from the Central Government of the People’s
Republic of China as well as from Beijing and Yanqing Governments and the CFA.  It
has also set a target to gain participation from 100 countries, which would be a
record for such an Exhibition.

With the theme of ‘Live Green, Live Better’ the Exhibition is basing itself on the core
principles of the Green City as promoted by AIPH.  The World Health Organisation
states that the urban population in 2014 accounted for 54% of the total global
population, up from 34% in 1960, and this continues to grow with some estimating that
it will reach 70% by 2050.  City development brings with it many environmental,
health, social and economic challenges and, as championed already by the
organisers of the Beijing 2019 Exhibition, the greening of cities is able to provide many
of the solutions to those challenges.

Augmenting the International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing with an
unprecedented international competition
AIPH would like to assist the International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing in
achieving its goals of:

 Maximising international participation.
 Positioning itself as the global leader in Green City thinking and

implementation.
 Promoting the Exhibition internationally.
 Leaving a legacy for the future.

To achieve this AIPH, along with a group of green city experts and academics from
around the world, have developed the concept of the ‘Green City Award’.

The Green City Award is essentially an international competition that cities can enter
to:

 Gain recognition for the greening they have done and the benefits of this;
 Promote their city at an international level;
 Inspire other cities to become greener;
 Stimulate economic development;
 Improve the health of citizens;
 Increase job opportunities;
 Stimulate stronger regulation requiring greening

Details of how the initiative would work are presented below and cities would be
supported through the development of an updated AIPH Green City Guide which,
using case studies and a stronger online presence, would promote the best practices
of greening for others to imitate.

If this project is supported by Beijing 2019 then the Exhibition would:
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 Be identified as the primary sponsor of the Green City Award, raising
awareness of the Exhibition worldwide.

 Develop new routes into cities (including direct contact between the cities
and AIPH) in many countries to promote participation in the Exhibition that will
show greening examples.

 Have the opportunity to be the place where winners were announced,
capturing attention from a 28-month campaign build-up process with local
and national government leaders, built environment professionals and
national media across America, Asia, Europe and Africa.

 Have the opportunity for leading cities to participate in the Exhibition to show
what they have done and how they gained success in the Award.

 Gain international status as ‘the place’ and hub to learn about, and make
connections for, greening the city.

DETAILED PROPOSAL

Award aims and objectives
The aims of the Green City Award are to:

 Nurture the development of future green cities, thus enhancing quality of life
(environmentally, socially and economically), sustainability, resilience and
competitiveness for people worldwide;

 Position the International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing as the global
leader in promoting city greening and the place to be for promoting best
practice and for new ideas.

To achieve these aims, the Green City Award is designed to:
 Identify the best comprehensive approach, individual projects and innovative

ideas by cities worldwide for their use of plants, as living green, and nature as
one of the fundamental infrastructure for creating liveable, sustainable,
resilient and successful cities.

 Associate announcements and promotion of the Award Winners with the
International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing, and future AIPH-approved
international horticultural expositions thereafter.

Who can enter the Award
It is proposed that Green City Award be open to all city governments around the
world, or local consortiums where city government plays a key role.

Award timescale, categories and incentives
The call for entries for the Green City Award will be launched in January 2017.

Shortlisted entries will be announced in 2018 and the regional and overall winners will
be announced at the International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing (see Entry
Submission and Evaluation Process section for a more detailed timeline).

The award will recognise winners across three categories in each of the main world
regions (Africa, America, Asia/Pacific, Europe) as well as one overarching set of
“world winners.”

 Award category 1: Best comprehensive approach – recognise the best holistic
approach to strategic planning and delivery of green infrastructure to meet
the local aspirations and needs of city residents and businesses. The approach
should offer an inspiring model for growing a Green City, addressing several
topics under each of the two main topic areas (‘Green City outcomes’ and
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‘Green City best practices’) listed in the Award Criteria and Topics section
below.

 Award category 2: Best project – recognises the most creative, innovative
and successful projects that are already being implemented and able to
demonstrate meaningful impacts, i.e. that have a demonstrable benefit. The
project should illustrate at least one of the main ‘Green City outcomes’ and
‘Green City best practices’ listed in the Award Criteria and Topics section
below. A proposal can address more than one topic under each of these two
main topic areas, or apply an in-depth approach to a single topic in each
area. The best proposals in this category will show a balance of innovative
characteristics, proven impact to date, clear proof of continuing feasibility
and good potential for replication.

 Award category 3: Best idea – recognises concepts that are in an early stage
of development and that are particularly remarkable for their innovative
approach. Unlike for Category 2 (projects), submissions can be proposed
solutions only, and do not need to already be in the implementation stage.
However, like category 2, the proposal should illustrate at least one of the
main ‘Green City outcomes’ and ‘Green City best practices’ listed in the
Award Criteria and Topics section below. As in addition to their innovative
characteristics, submissions will also be evaluated for projected impact,
potential for replication and demonstrated feasibility of implementation.

Proposed rewards for participating cities are outlined below. These rewards are
designed to incentivise participation (attending to the needs of both elected officials
and city government officers), while contributing to promotion and appeal of the
International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing.

Shortlisted entries (9 to 12 in each world region – i.e.: circa 40 in total) will be
recognised through:

 Promotion of their ‘shortlisted’ status via the Green City Award and
International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing marketing channels and
international media partners.

 A case study in the Green City Guide online case study library.

In addition to the above, each of the regional and world winners will be rewarded
with:

 An invitation to attend the Green City Award Ceremony at the International
Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing (complimentary access to the Exhibition as
well as flight and accommodation for four nights for the Mayor plus two
members of staff of each of the winning cities).

 An award certificate and trophy.
 A prize sum TBD, making the total cash prize for the whole Green City Award

100,000 Euros or more depending on sponsorship (see Award Organisers and
Partners section for more details).

 A dedicated exhibition area for enlarged display of their entry at the
International Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing.

 Promotion of ‘Winner’ status via the Green City Award and International
Horticultural Exhibition 2019 Beijing marketing channels and media partners.

Award criteria and topics
Award entries will be assessed on the basis of four evaluation criteria:

 Vision
The comprehensive approach, project or idea should be bold and creative,
and include a fresh new model for addressing a major local problem using
plants (living green).
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 Impact
In order for the comprehensive approach, project or idea to have a
meaningful impact (demonstrable benefits), it should address a significant
problem and achieve deep and broad measurable change through the use
of plants (living green).

 Implementation
The feasibility, effectiveness and sustainability of the implementation process
associated with the comprehensive approach, project or idea submitted will
need to be convincingly demonstrated.

 Transferability
The comprehensive approach, project or idea should be beneficial not just for
the city that entered the award. The award is seeking to recognize ideas that
are transferable — ones that cities can import and customize to benefit their
own citizens.

Detailed guidelines on how to grade entries on the basis of these four criteria will be
made available to ensure consistency in the submission appraisal process.

Entries will also be expected to deal with some of the key topics outlined by the
Green City Award organisers as a guide on the types of outcomes and ways-of-
working the Green City Award is seeking to promote. Each topic is loosely defined
through a non-exhaustive list of keywords and ought to be understood in the context
of making effective use of plants and green infrastructure to improve city life.

Submissions will be expected to deal with at least one ‘outcome’ topic and one ‘best
practices’ topic from this list.

The list of proposed Key Topics for the first cycle of the award is included below.

Topic areas 2019 Key Topics Associated keywords (all to be understood in relation
to the use of plants, living green and green landscape)

OUTCOMES
Health and
wellbeing

Public access to green space; Recreation; Air
quality; Physical activity; Mental health; Safety;
Community cohesion; Inclusion.

Food Productive landscape, Urban agriculture, Peri-
urban agriculture, Milan Food Policy Pact.

Water Water sensitive urban design; Sustainable urban
drainage/Stormwater management; Flooding;
Water quality; Water scarcity.

Climate change Climate resilience; Micro-climate regulation;
Species adaptation; Carbon storage and
sequestration; Biofuel; Energy savings.

Sustainable
transport

Active travel; Green street; Public transit; Traffic
Calming; Road diet; Complete street; Living
Street; Connectivity; Green Connections.

Economic
prosperity

Inward investment; Image; Green jobs/Green
collar economy; Regeneration; Job creation.

Resource
regeneration

Biodiversity; Soil resource management; Waste
management/reduction;
Herbicide/pesticide/fertilizer responsible use;
Biosecurity.
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BEST
PRACTICES

Co-production
and collaboration

Partnerships working; Citizen participation;
Community Engagement; Education; Data-
sharing.

Using good
evidence

Recreational green space needs and provision
assessment; Tree population structure, function
and value assessment; Species inventory and
monitoring; Ecological connectivity mapping
and monitoring; Green cover and ecosystems
services analysis.

Strategic
planning and
delivery

Urban greening strategy; Urban forest strategy;
Green infrastructure standards for new
developments and infrastructure; Responsible
supply-chain management; Smart
technologies.

Sustainable
management
and resourcing

Whole-life costing; Maintenance needs
anticipation and funding; Continuous
improvement; Learning.

Award organisers and partners
It is proposed that the Award is organised as an international collaboration between
public, private and non-profit partners. Some of the key benefits and contributions by
core anticipated partners are summarised below.

 AIPH
Benefits:

o Promote the use of plants and nature with city governments;
o Re-position the horticultural industry as a thought leader in sustainable

urban development (give enhanced visibility to Green City Guide).
Contributions:

o Take legal responsibility;
o Permanent member and Chair of the Steering committee;
o Office space, management and admin support.

 International horticultural exhibition host: 2019 Beijing
Benefits:

o Be identified as the primary sponsor of the Green City Award, raising
awareness of the Exhibition worldwide.

o Develop new routes into cities (including direct contact between the
cities and AIPH) in many countries to promote participation in the
Exhibition.

o Have the opportunity to be the place where winners were
announced, capturing attention from a 28-month campaign build-up
process with local and national government leaders, built environment
professionals and national media across America, Asia, Europe and
Africa.

o Have the opportunity for leading cities to participate in the Exhibition
to show what they have done and how they gained success in the
Award.

o Gain international status as ‘the place and hub’ to learn and make
connections about greening the city.

o Stronger legacy for the Exhibition; through Beijing Forestry University
lasting involvement as a core member of the technical committee –
going beyond the Exhibition site itself in demonstrating China’s
strength a centre for expertise in innovation for using green investment
and management strategies to improve city life

Contributions:
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o Lead sponsor (circa 1million Euros)
o Programme time and venue for Awards announcement
o Indoors exhibition space for winners
o Steering committee member

 The global engineering consultancy firm Arup (http://www.arup.com)
Benefits:

o Direct extension of Cities Alive initiative
(www.arup.com/Homepage_Cities_Alive.aspx)

o Insight into latest projects/best practice on worldwide scale through
participation in technical committee

o Marketing opportunity on a worldwide scale – with key Audience
Contributions:

o Steering committee member
o Technical committee members

 Beijing Forestry University’s schools of Landscape Architecture and Urban
Forestry
Benefits:

o Insight into latest projects/best practice on worldwide scale through
participation in technical committee

o Enhance reputation beyond both within and beyond China
Contribution:

o Technical committee members

 International City Government Network, The project would aim to get the
support of an internationally recognised organisation with strong city contacts
and reputation, such as:

o UCLG (United Cities and Local Governments, http://www.uclg.org),
o ICLEI (International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives,

http://www.iclei.org),
o C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group (http://www.c40.org)
o One Hundred Resilient Cities (http://www.100resilientcities.org),
o UN Habitat (united Nations Settlements Program, http://unhabitat.org)

Benefits:
o Help build capacity and support innovation in urban greening among

their members
o Demonstrate thought leadership and partnership working

Contribution:
o Publicity to their members
o Guest occasional contribution to steering committee

 Other sponsor (to be determined) e.g. foundation (Rockefeller Foundation),
corporate (Lafarge Holcim; JC Decaux; Unilever, Aviva, etc.),
Benefits:

o CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) on high visibility agenda
o Strong exposure within local government

Contributions:
o Prize, trophies and winners exhibit (circa 250K Euros).
o Guest occasional contribution to steering committee

Entry submission and evaluation process
It is proposed that the award is managed in two stages:
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Stage 1:
 Call for entries / electronic application (January-December 2017)

Applicant will be provided with detailed ‘Submission Guidelines’ written in
English, providing advice on how to apply to the award. Entries will consist of a
written statement, made in English, by filling a proforma and may be
complemented by supporting evidence such as images, publications (e.g.
copy of a report), letters of support (e.g. from partners). Applicants will also be
expected to include in their entries a signed copy of the Awards Terms and
Conditions. Both, the Submission Proforma and the Terms and Conditions will
be both available through the Green City Award website.

 Application review and grading by technical committee (January-April 2018)
The technical committee will be provided with detailed ‘Judging guidelines’.
All entries achieving a score greater than a set figure will be considered
during the technical committee workshop for final shortlisting. It is proposed
that each entry be reviewed independently by two different technical
committee members, with the final score being the sum of the grades given
by each reviewer. Each reviewer will be expected to document the reasons
for their grading.

 Technical committee workshop for final short-listing (May 2018)
Best scoring entries will be discussed collectively to agree a final list of short-
listed entries and identify any specific complementary information the
applicant should submit for stage 2, in addition to the standard
complementary evidence (a video) required.

Stage 2
 Shortlisted entries announcement (May 2018)

The announcement will be made via the Green City Award website and
supported by a press release. Shortlisted candidates will be contacted in
confidence a week in advance, to allow for coordinated press releases and
PR efforts.

 Complementary submission (September 2018)
Shortlisted applicants will be expected to address in a written statement the
requests for complementary information identified by the technical
committee. It is also proposed that all shortlisted applicants submit a 15-20 min
video documenting their comprehensive approach/project/idea, its impact,
implementation process and potential for replication elsewhere.
Once the award is over, all written materials submitted as part of stage 1 and
sate 2 of the application process will be edited into a case study to be made
available on the Green City Award website, alongside the video
documenting each entry.

 Review by Jury (November 2018)
The advice offered in the ‘Judging Guidelines’ will also be designed to
address the needs of Stage 2 Jury members. It is proposed that one Jury be
established by award category.  For a given award category, each Juror will
be provided with all evidence submitted by shortlisted applicants, as well as
with the grades and comments made by the technical committee.
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Jurors will be expected to score entries, and take part in collegial
deliberations to identify first regional winners prior to identifying the overall
winner in a given award category.

 Winners announced at Beijing 2019 Expo (April 2019?)

Award preparation and management
To lead up to Stage 1, preparatory work would need to be as follow:

 Finalize core partnership (May 2016)
 Appoint Programme manager, designer, PR/marketing consultant and web-

developer (June-July 2016)
 Finalize the Award Terms and Conditions, Judging Guidelines for technical

committee and jury, Submission Guidelines designed for prospective
applicants and the Submission Proforma to be used to collect the written
evidence associated with each application (June 2016)

 Finalize Green City Guide brief – eg. Online / executive summary brochure
(June 2016)

 Agree PR/Marketing strategy (July 2016)
 Finalize corporate sponsor (September 2016)
 Appoint technical committee members (October 2016)
 Launch first version of website (November 2016)
 Launch revised website with Green City Guide, and more details on judging

(January 2017)

The management of the award will need to be overseen by a steering committee
composed of representatives from key partners involved (e.g. selected members of
the AIPH Green City Committee; Arup representative; Beijing Exhibition
representative; etc.). The steering committee will have responsibility for the
organization and implementation of all affairs related to the award – incl. Budgetary
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decision, appointment of Jury and Technical Committee Members, etc. All
operations will abide by the principles of impartiality, equitability and openness, in an
effort to ensure operational transparency and independence.

A programme manager will be needed to manage the day-to-day delivery of the
award. The programme manager will report to the steering committee.
Administrative support is also likely to be needed.

Initial review and short-listing of entries should be conducted by experts – i.e.: a
technical committee. These could include expert staff from key partners (e.g. Arup)
and representatives from Beijing Forestry University. A diversity of professional profiles,
age, ethnicity, and nationality will be desirable. An odd number of members,
dividable by 3 (e.g. 9 – so that teams of 3-strong can work on each categories)
probably offers the most workable option. Grading of entries should be conducted
independently, with final short-listing being the outcome of a face-to-face meeting
and discussion. Care will need to be taken to ensure no conflicts of interest.

Final assessment should be conducted by a Jury, with high profile members. The
Chair should have the capacity to act as a champion for the award. The Jury will
need to be composed of an odd-number of jurors. As with the technical committee,
diversity and avoidance of conflict of interest will be key for the reputability of the
award.

The successful delivery of the award will also require the following specialist skills:
 Visual identity and graphic design
 Website development
 Marketing and PR
 Copy-writing (subject-matter expert and copy editor)
 Legal

Award documentation and articulation with Green City Guide
The main source of information on the Award will be its dedicated website, which will
also be home to the Green City Guide.

It is proposed that the Green City Guide be turned into primarily a web-based
resourced, structured around the key topics covered by the Award. This could
include a library of case studies, building upon case studies already found in the
publication, Arup’s Cities Alive case studies and, shortlisted as well as winning entries
to the award.

A 20-page paper version of the guide providing an executive summary of the best-
practice and principles advocated could offer a valuable and cost-effective
addition to this online resource

The website would also provide:
 A video promotion of the award
 The Terms and Condition of the Award
 Submission Guidelines
 Submission Proforma
 Judging Guidelines
 Jury and technical committee profile
 News/press releases on progress with each award cycle
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Budget
Below is an outline of the costs associated with this proposal:

Task Cost in GBP (£) Approximate cost in CNY
(based on exchange rate 1 GBP

= 9.36 CNY on 18 Feb 2016)
Design
Including visual identity,
brochures, banners,
certificates and Green
City Guide summary

12,000 112,325.90

Printing
Award brochure, banners,
Green City Guide
summary

11,000 102,965.40

Website 25,000 234,012.28

Written content
Green City Guide,
regulations, press releases,
case studies

158,500 1,483,637.87

Publicity and Marketing
Advertising, video, PR
plan

55,000 514,827.02

Legal
Terms & Conditions

2,000 18,720.98

Management and
Administration

131,200 1,228,096.46

Technical Committee 123,300 1,154,148.58

Jury 54,000 505,466.53

Prizes
Cash prizes and travel
costs for winners

117,280 1,097,798.42

Contingency 137,856 1,290,399.89

GRAND TOTAL 827,136 7,742,399.35


